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New PRC policy limits bankcard
withdrawals
to
RMB100,000
(~USD15,000) per CUSTOMER per
year
--This replaces the old policy of
RMB100,000 per ACCOUNT per year
--The policy is targeting the use
of domestic bankcards being used
overseas for cash withdrawals - it is
not targeted specifically at Macau
--We do not expect a material impact to
Macau as a result of the new bankcard
policy
--Shares of the Macau names are likely
to be weaker today on this news as
well as the December revenue miss
relative to consensus expectations
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New China bankcard restrictions - unlikely to have a
measurable impact on Macau
PRC rolls out new bankcard policy. Over the weekend, and effective immediately, China's
State Administration of Foreign Exchange rolled out a new policy that targets capital outflows.
The new policy, which is applicable to any and all domestic bankcards (not just UnionPay), will
limit the total overseas withdrawal capabilities of an individual to RMB100,000 (~USD15,000)
per year regardless of how many accounts an individual has. Previously the limit was
RMB100,000 per account per year, meaning that if a person had 10 accounts then they
could withdrawal RMB1,000,000 overseas. The new policy simply looks at all accounts
on a collective basis. Recall that it was about two years ago that China implemented the
RMB100,000 annual limit per account. As part of the new restrictions there will also be a daily
withdrawal limit of RMB10,000 (~USD1,500)
Not targeted at Macau. We expect the Macau names to trade lower today, not only because
of the December revenue miss, but also because of this bankcard news. Historically the
Macau names have typically sold off on news of bankcard restrictions - representing buying
opportunities - even though none have seemed to have had a measurable impact on the
market (e.g. previous iteration of annual RMB100,000 withdrawal limit, previous lowering
of daily withdrawal limit, previous implementation facial recoginition/ID checking, previous
targeting of mobile UnionPay terminals). We expect this latest restriction to be no different
(i.e. shares are weak despite what should be no impact on the market). It is important to
keep in mind that the new restrictions are not targeted at Macau, but rather on any overseas
transactions.
Unlikely to have a material impact on Macau. First, the limit of ~USD15,000 per individual
per year (rather than per account per year) would only potentially impact premium mass
players given that lower-tier mass players average annual theoretical GGR contributions are
lower than $15k and that VIP players are playing on credit. Second, it is quite likely that many
premium mass players have established overseas bank accounts already, which would not
be impacted by domestic bankcard restrictions. Third, we believe that using bankcards to
withdraw cash from ATMs has always been more of a last-choice option anyway given the
lack of limits on bankcard purchases. Put together, we would not expect there to be any
measurable impact on Macau GGR, although perhaps at the margin some very small number
of premium mass players could migrate to VIP.
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Analyst Certification
The analyst, Grant Govertsen, primarily responsible for the preparation of this research report attests to the following: (1) that the views
and opinions rendered in this research report reflect his or her personal views about the subject companies or issuers; and (2) that no part
of the research analyst’s compensation was, is, or will be directly related to the specific recommendations or views in this research report.

Ratings Definitions
Current Ratings Definition
Union Gaming Securities LLC and Union Gaming Securities Asia Limited use a traditional ratings construct (Buy, Hold, and Sell) that is
underscored by percentage upside/downside from current trading levels along with dividend yields for total return. We exclude special
dividends and contemplate regular dividends only in our total return forecasts. These are absolute ratings, not relative or forced ratings.
We define a Buy rating as a company whose shares exhibit total return (appreciation and dividends) potential of at least 15% within the
next 12 months, and conversely a Sell rating as a company whose shares exhibit downside potential of at least 15% within the next 12
months. A Hold rating is reserved for companies whose shares exhibit total return potential between those parameters.
Buy – the total forecasted return is expected to be greater than 15% within the next 12 months
Hold – the total forecasted return is expected to be greater than or equal to 0% and less than or equal to 15%
Sell – whose shares exhibit downside potential of at least 15% within the next 12 months
Suspended – the company rating, target price and earnings estimates have been temporarily suspended.
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General Disclosures
Additional information is available upon request.
This report was prepared by Union Gaming Securities Asia Limited. Union Gaming Securities Asia Limited is a licensed corporation with
the Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) in Hong Kong and wholly owned subsidiary of Union Gaming Group LLC. Union Gaming
Group LLC also owns Union Gaming Securities LLC, a FINRA member firm and Union Gaming Analytics LLC. All questions or comments
concerning this research report should be addressed to Union Gaming Securities Asia Limited at +853 2857 5825.
Union Gaming Securities, LLC ("UGS"), an affiliate of Union Gaming Securities Asia Limited, does not own any securities of any company
analyzed in the research reports it distributes. Neither Union Gaming Securities LLC nor its affiliates or analysts serve as an officer, director
or advisory board member of any Subject Company. UGS, its affiliates, analysts and employees may have received investment banking,
non-investment banking securities and non-securities service, related compensation from the subject company in the past 12 months.
It further intends to seek compensation for investment banking, non-investment banking securities and non-securities service, related
activities in the next three months. Accordingly, investors should be aware that the firm and its affiliates may have a conflict of interest that
could affect the objectivity of the reports it distributes. UGS is not now nor has ever been a market maker.
All prices are those current at the end of the previous trading session unless otherwise indicated. Prices are sourced from local exchanges
via Bloomberg and Factset. Data is sourced from Union Gaming Securities LLC, Union Gaming Securities Asia Limited, and subject
companies. Union Gaming Securities LLC and Union Gaming Securities Asia Limited are not responsible for errors in prices provided by
independent sources. Data, analyses, and reports necessarily contain time-sensitive information, and no subscriber or client should rely
on dated reports or conclusions.
Investor clients and financial advisers should consider any report from Union Gaming as only a single factor in making any investment
decision.
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